company-name

LIL House

current-market

bief-description

Interior Design

„LiL HOUSE” Ltd. – we design and produce educational wooden kids` interior products and furniture for children of
the unique design. Our products are manufactured from the highest quality plywood in Latvia, Northern Europe,
and they represent high quality and added value approach by originality, education, playfulness and naturefriendly materials. We address families with children, kindergartens, preschools, kids` day care centres and
entertainment parks. We are also open for collaboration with interior designers and architects for the fine space
planning for children by enclosing our products as well as the individual solutions.
„LiL HOUSE” products:
• Educational Montessori kids` playhouses, made of plywood
• Paintable kids` playhouses, made of plywood
• Montessori activity boards for kids, made of plywood
• Montessori educational boards for kids, made of plywood
• Montessori learning clocks for kids
• Kids` transformable chairs with adjustable height
Main foreign markets we are interested in:
1. European market: Baltics, Scandinavia, Germany, Austria, Netherlands, France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, UK.
2. USA, Canada.
3. Other markets.
„LiL HOUSE” - Childhood: Re-introduced!

Target market - Manufacturing and construction.
Main products-services - Equipment efficiency measurement, online time scheduling system, room
climate monitoring, print monitoring solutions, grain silo climate monitoring.
Product or service differentiation - To find and perfect the best solution for the needs of each client

SIA Inpass

LG Holz

Advanced
manufacturing

Competitive advantages - Help business improve productivity and make calculated, instant decisions at any time
of the day from anywhere in the world.
Give a company to monitor real-time production in facilities, indoor climate parameters, or perform remote
analysis of the company's employees. All the obtained data can be viewed on the client's portal page, from which
it can be easily exported to other platforms and management systems.
Installation of InPass sensors is simple and fast, no extra wire setup is required.
The technological solution is designed in order not to affect the equipment electronics or warranty.

Bioeconomy

Our small family company was founded in the year 2011. Since the beginning of our activity, we started to produce
timber products from the local wood. We work both with the coniferous and deciduous tree species, producing
the goods with additional value such as building lumber, packaging materials, wooden constructions, garden
houses, and furniture. Our products could be created for an individual order, realising the wishes of clients. That is
why our company is flexible. We promise you good quality, realizing your wishes for a reasonable cost. The
employees have enough experience to prepare your order fast and qualitatively. Until nowadays we worked with
the EU countries (Germany, the Netherlands, Hungary) also with the UK and Switzerland. In the future, we would
like to expand up to France, Austria, Italy, Spain, Ireland, and Northern Africa as well as getting new clients in
Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.

MALTESE

Food products

Located in that part of western Sicily where there are rolling hills and expanses of plains that arrive in a warm sea,
Maltese is a family-run agricultural reality that founded its origins as far back as 1800, when the love for a small
plot of land run by her grandmother "Cardeddra" (nickname given to the Maltese family meaning "spontaneous
grass" that the lady loved to clean up in the rows of vines) gave her the strength to overcome prejudices and
difficulties of society of the time strongly masculine, making the cultivation of vine a real profession. The company
has a production about 15 hectares (Ha), fragmented into about 30 particles, with an annual production of 1,200
Ql. of table grapes, both white and red. Today Gianfranco, winemaker strongly linked to his Land, continues the
activity in respect of the Sicilian peasant tradition and the 7 generations that preceded him, choosing to use
culture techniques that aim at the environmental protection, thus starting a path that leads him today to be able
to put to his production the brand of Biological Agriculture (Identification Code Bioagricert IT BIO 007 199165).
This commitment to organic farming led him to pursue natural techniques for the production of grapes, which first
of all were able to express "food values" (healthy, good, nutritious) and at the same time express "territory". In
accordance with a new production mentality aimed at achieving a higher quality, since 2004 the Maltese company
has been cultivating "autochthon vineyards", allocating about 10% of annual production to experimental research,
focused on producing ever better grapes to make niche products, with a limited print run of bottles. Thanks to the
climatic differences offered by our plots in the heart of the most renovated Sicilian wine area, Marsala, we can
offer a wide variety of wines of both white varieties (Grillo; Greek; Trebbiano; Inzolia; White Catarratto & Glossy
White Catarratto; White Moscato; Zibibbo; Damaschino) and the red ones (Black d'Avola; Nerello Mascalese;
Frappato; Perricone ). Thanks to this new vision, the company won in 2013 "New Factors of Success", a
competition aimed at the enhancement and dissemination of good practices in Rural Development created by
young farmers under the EEASR, and in 2014 the bronze medal for the first family Perricone wine, awarded at the
Botanical Research Institute of Texas by the International award of excellence in sustainable wine growing.
Alongside the production of bottled wine, the Maltese Company has also promoted several cultural initiatives for
its territory with the aim of not letting the local agricultural sector die and promoting the low "environmental
impact" organic farming.

LO PICCOLO - BIO
GOLD

Food products

Bio Gold was founded in 2006 at the behest of Nicolò Lo Piccolo, a young engineer with a passion for nature and
bees, a passion that has become a profession and that today represents the value of a reality in strong Scythian.
The company Bio Gold is located in Caltagirone, in the province of Catania, within one of the most beautiful places
in Sicily: the Forest oriented nature reserve of St. Peter'. Bio Gold aims to convey the values of environmental
sustainability and respect for nature, creating products that combine excellence in product quality with the ability
to exploit modern technologies without altering environmental balances. Bio Gold respects the life cycle of nature
and offers customers only what the land gives, season after season. As a real family, we collect the best products
for you and add a touch of innovation to everything we do. Our company has received numerous awards and
quality claims, including organic certification from Ecogroup Italia. It has also been awarded for the technological
invention of a machine that isolates the venom of bees, whose beneficial properties are reusable in both the
cosmetics and pharmaceutical sectors. People are Bio Gold's most important assets. They never stop studying,
finding solutions with low environmental impact and adopting production methods consistent with recycling logic
and sustainable development. We offer a wide range of high-quality organic products. Honey Bio Gold is organic,
of controlled and protected origin. The bees that produce this honey take nectar in uncontaminated areas, away
from sources of pollution and have their base in the nature reserve of the Forest of St. Peter in Caltagirone (Sicilia).
We also create organic honey-based products, including beeswax and candies of various tastes (honey, alpine
herbs, eucalyptus, blueberry, bergamot and vanilla, violet, rose, ginger and lemon, citrus with propolis and vitamin
C, pine with propolis, minds, propolis). We also produce preserves made from cherry tomatoes, eggplants,
artichokes and onions, tomato pastes, jams and marmalades of oranges, lemons and strawberries that preserve all
the flavours of the nature of our Sicilian land, according to traditional recipes. We select and treat of course the
best organic aromas (oregano, rosemary, bay leaf and capers) in order to maintain the sensory priorities of the
product. Bio Gold works without supply chain brokerage and with a logistics standard we created to have the best
of our production at the lowest cost satisfying a demanding niche of customers, national and international.
Summing up our values and strengths:
- Concentration of tradition and innovation
- Special location in a nature reserve
- Only beekeeping and organic farming products
- We believe in Km 0 and sustainable growth
- We respect the value of the natural cycle and the priceless contribution of bees in the life cycle
- Optimise product delivery without supply chain brokerage steps
- High-quality warranty at competitive prices.

The idea behind Ovi Watch is to produce high-quality, unique wooden products with a touch of nature and inhouse designs that will bring a WOW factor to your everyday wear.
Each Ovi Watch is a celebration of the beauty nature provides us with. Our brand focuses on creating wooden
products from sustainable and responsibly used materials that are completely free of toxic and artificial materials
as we roam the entire globe to choose the best for our customers.
But why Ovi? Well, our founders name is Ivo and when you read his name backwards it reads Ovi. We are not
using any manufacturers to produce our products and to keep high quality we are producing all of the Ovi Watch
Collection in our hometown Liepaja.
OVI WATCH

VIM Production

Interior Design

We target Scandinavia, Baltic counties, Italy, France, UK and Germany

Food products

V i M PRODUCTION Ltd is a family company.
Over the years we have proven to be a professional because we made cold-pressed oils that no one has ever done
in Bulgaria, which is a great pride for us! These are cold pressed chia (seed) oil; cold-pressed watermelon seed oil;
cold pressed parsley oil (seed).
Our oils have been used to feed people who are healthy, as well as in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. Many
people have assured the excellent quality of our oils and for many of them they are present in their daily lives.
The oils we produce are: sunflower cold pressed oil; pumpkin cold pressed butter; apricot cold pressed butter;
linseed cold pressed oil; cold-pressed hemp oil; cold-pressed black cumin (nigella) oil; cold-pressed white thistle
oil; cold pressed sesame oil; cold pressed chia oil; cold pressed safflower oil; cold pressed hazelnut oil; coldpressed watermelon seed oil.
For connoisseurs of healthy eating, we made sunflower cold pressed butter with garlic and dill and sunflower cold
pressed spicy butter. Our oils are available in 100 ml cuts. ; 250 ml. ; 500 ml. and 1 liter in glass dark bottles. With
interest from customers, we can also produce larger quantities of oil.

